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Introduction
Service accounts are dedicated accounts used by machines, that administrators create, 
usually on a network directory. Systems, applications, and services administrators use service 
accounts to interact with other systems. They perform automatic, repetitive, and scheduled 
actions in the background, usually without administrator supervision or intervention.

Many administrators are unaware of all the service account behavior and activities in their 
networks. This lack of awareness can become a source of unauthorized entry into the 
organization’s systems. 

The machine accounts are scattered across an organization's networks. Certain “hybrid” users, 
such as application administrators, infrastructure administrators, and application owners may run 
scripts from their personal user accounts to machines, and essentially act as service accounts. 

While security teams track scanner and account activities connected to their crown jewel, they 
leave other assets unsupervised.

Silverfort identifies three types of service accounts:
• Service accounts – defined on the Active Directory (AD) or another user repository

• Hybrid accounts – used by both users and machines (for example, database 
administrators who run scripts from their users to connect to servers)

• Scanners - NAC, inventory, and more

This document shows how Silverfort can identify all types of service accounts in your network, 
and presents best practices for starting a project to secure their use.

Companies look at service account behavior and activities. Upon those, they 
wish to apply security policies that:
• Allow only required authentication flows 

• Reduce risk levels

• Block network lateral movement

• Protect previously undetected IT assets

The steps involved in Silverfort service account protection to achieve the 
above items are:
• Discover all service accounts

• Monitor activity and risk

• Analyze and evaluate suggested policies

• Add proactive protection
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Protecting Service Accounts

Discovery
The first step in cyber protection is knowing where your data resides. In our case:

• What service accounts you have

• The total number of service accounts

• Which assets use those service accounts

When your DCs are connected to Silverfort, Silverfort automatically identifies your service 
accounts, monitors their authentications and behavior, and identifies the service accounts (this 
is happening automatically) to be presented on the service accounts page on the Silverfort UI.

Silverfort discover service accounts in two methods:

• Behavioral – tracking of accounts behavior, naming convention, domain controller 
attributes and more.

• User input – the admin can add naming convention and OUs/groups in the active 
directory specific for his company.
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Silverfort’s service accounts screen displays the service account name, source and destination, amount of authentications, 
risk score, and accounts info.
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Monitor
Silverfort automatically monitors, and gathers data on, service account behavior. 

The system identifies different configurations and behaviors of accounts such as high 
permissions, broadly used, repetitive behavior, and more.

The Silverfort platform adds risk and predictability levels to each service account so 
administrators can better understand to what degree their service accounts are at risk.

Analyze
Silverfort UI offers widgets and insights to help the admin identify certain behaviors of  
service accounts. Additionally, Silverfort shows the number of hits per source and destination. 
This help admins prioritize the different sources and destinations that their service accounts 
connect to, ensuring they are properly monitored and protected.

A significant point in this step is for the admin to talk with the applications and account owners. 
To review two topics:

• Correct usage, to assure that not all applications use one service account 

• Validate that each account has the right level of privileges.

Administrators examine service account behavior, using one of the following methods:

1. Understand which users are used by the crown jewels applications and analyze these 
service accounts.

2. Analyze the critical risk level accounts and then go through the chain to the lower risk 
levels (from the risk levels provided by Silverfort).

3. This approach starts with analyzing accounts, starting with high privileges accounts. 
Continue with service accounts that are broadly used, and finish with accounts with 
interactive logins (as available on the widgets at the top of the page).

Silverfort displays a list of sources and destinations using the service accounts, as well as the number of hits (authentications)
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Administrators then formulate a security policy to lower the network risk level without blocking 
the traffic and track policy violations. This step is focused on monitoring the traffic and allows 
the admin to make sure that the created policy is full without impacting the traffic.

Service accounts typically use only specific protocols, for recurring tasks. This allows admins to 
create policies that will block accounts from using other protocols. When an organization has 
a large number of service accounts, Silverfort allows admins to create a more general policy to 
assign policies to a large number of service accounts.
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Silverfort allows you to filter the identified service accounts by risk level.

Silverfort’s service accounts policy creation screen displaying how to enable the policy and which action the admin 
should assign to this policy.
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Protect
Once the security policy is validated and the monitoring is done, administrators change existing 
security policies as needed and begin enforcing those policies on the service accounts.

Administrators can incorporate changes to PAM solutions or impose MFA authentication on users’ 
traffic in hybrid accounts to expand network coverage and to comply with applicable regulations.

Service Account Protection Use Cases

Experience has shown that the most frequent use cases for service account 
protection are:
• Identify service accounts

• Monitor service account use

• Identify over-permissive service accounts

• Identify misused service accounts

• Identify attack attempts that use service accounts

• Create a security policy to block unapproved authentications

Conclusion
Most service accounts are non-human accounts that attackers often use as their initial entry 
point to an organization’s assets. 

Most companies don't know who their service account is, the ones who do know, have no way 
of detecting hybrid accounts. Service accounts are usually privileged and their password rarely 
changes. Therefore, they are a good target for attackers.

When companies gain greater knowledge of service account behavior and activities, they can 
apply security policies that:

• Allow only required authentication flows 

• Reduce risk levels

• Block network lateral movement

• Protect previously undetected IT assets

By gaining complete visibility into service accounts and proactively protecting them with the proper 
security controls, organizations are equipped to reduce the attack surfaces of service accounts.
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About Silverfort
Silverfort has pioneered the first-ever Unified Identity Protection 
platform, which protects and secures enterprise service accounts 
against identity-based attacks that utilize compromised credentials 
to access enterprise resources. Using dedicated access policies 
for service accounts for lateral movement, Silverfort extends 
secure access controls such as Risk-Based Authentication and 
MFA across all on-prem and cloud resources. This includes assets 
that could never have been protected in this way before, such as 
homegrown/legacy applications, IT infrastructure, file systems, 
command-line tools, machine-to-machine access, and more. 
Silverfort continuously monitors all access attempts by users  
and service accounts, and analyzes risks in real-time using an  
AI-based engine to enforce adaptive access policies.

To learn more, visit www.silverfort.com

https://www.silverfort.com/

